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In this issue, we’re looking at three outstanding photographers who are working in the River Park 
in different ways. From the coast, to the valley, to the foothills, to Volcan Mountain, the River 
Park offers a huge variety of landscapes and subjects for photography. We spoke with these three 
photographers about how they capture nature.

“I’m learning things right, left, and 
center in my own backyard”
Aaron Chang is a renowned photographer who’s most known for his ocean and surf 
photography, but this fall, he’s turning his lens on a different body of water. Aaron 
was selected by Sharp to create photographs that will be featured throughout Sharp 
Rees-Stealy Rancho Bernardo. 

“Look at Rancho Bernardo—the biggest attraction is Lake Hodges,” he said. 
He contacted the Conservancy and proposed a partnership for the project: the 
Conservancy and River Park will work with Aaron to help him get the best possible 
photographs of the area and get to use the photographs once they’re completed.

Aaron started his career in photography when he was 17, right after moving to 
Hawaii. “Your personal interests are where you find your best work,” he said, so for 
him, it was natural to focus on the ocean and surfers. While incredible images of 
waves and water make up the bulk of his work, he’s also shot forests, mountains, 
and landscapes. 

Aaron has spent several days with River Park Rangers exploring Lake Hodges, 
Bernardo Bay, and the surrounding trails to scout locations and plan shots. “I started 
to understand not just the current situation but the history of the area,” he said. “I 
love being with people like the rangers who are so into it, with so much passion.”

See Aaron’s work at aaronchang.com.

“At the end, there’s a bond with the 
kids and nature”
Kids, art, community and nature come together beautifully in Volcan Mountain 
Foundation’s Kids With Cameras program, run by VMF Board Member Jeff Holt. 
After Jeff participated with other photographers in VMF’s Keeping It Wild project, 
he started thinking about leading photography workshops for students in the 
community—specifically, photography workshops that would focus on nature.

“I like to keep it tied to Volcan and give kids a sense of what’s in their own backyard,” 
he said. For Jeff, a retired history teacher, photography has always been a hobby 
since he stared shooting his friends surfing in Santa Barbara. “But I always took 
photos when traveling and used them a lot to teach,” he said. 

Now, about twice a year, he leads a small group of junior high students (the program 
alternates between Julian Junior High and Spencer Valley School in Wynola) through 
six after-school sessions that cover basic composition, camera functions and 
portrait, architecture, nature and landscape photography. The program culminates in 
a field trip to Volcan Mountain, after which the kids select a final image to be printed 
and put on a display at the Julian Library.

“I want to keep it fun and simple,” Jeff said. “The goal is to orient kids to nature—
they’re going to inherit all this and someone’s gotta take care of the mountain.”

Learn more about Kids With Cameras at volcanmt.org/kids-cameras.

“When I have my camera in hand, I see 
things more richly”
“Organizations help humans do good things—for example, the JPA and Conservancy 
help people to accomplish better things than they would on their own,” said Jim 
Coffee, who’s been photographing the River Park for almost eight years, including six 
years of the Exploring Our Sense of Place program: “That’s 54 hikes and excursions. 
It was a terrific opportunity to photograph the entire watershed.”

Jim got into photography in the early 2000s while living in a small town in Oregon 
and working as a web designer. Many of his clients didn’t have photos for their 
websites, so he took it upon himself to get images for them. In 2008, when he and 
his wife, Cheryl, moved to Escondido, “we were on the Internet, trying to figure out 
what we were going to do in terms of nature,” he said. They found the River Park but 
had a tough time finding good photos, so once again, Jim found himself out with his 
camera, filling that gap. Now he estimates he has around 40,000-50,000 images of 
the River Park and various events, including the River Valley Fests.

Jim has explored the River Park from virtually every angle—he’s even gone on three 
helicopter rides over the region. His favorite areas are “up near the top, from Pamo 
Valley to Volcan Mountain.”

See Jim’s work at jamescoffee.com.

Be really observant—look up, pay attention.
Have your camera with you. Have something with you, 

even if it’s just a phone, something light and easy to pack.
Learn your camera’s manual controls. The more you know 

about manual settings, the more creative you can be.
- Jeff Holt

Try to capture things from a unique perspective.
Pay attention to the light—it’s so important, morning light in particular. 

I often think, I wish I’d been here this morning.
- Jim Coffee

Always have your camera on you, ready to go. Make it part of your routine.
Push the shutter—most people aren’t shooting enough.

- Aaron Chang

Capture Nature Yourself!


